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ABSTRACT 
We consider the ergodic properties of the Bolyai-Rinyi expansion for real numbers introduced in 
[Boll, (Ren]. We compute the entropy of the absolutely continuous invariant probability measure IL 
of the associated dynamical system, resolving a conjecture of Bosma, Dajani and Kraaikamp 
[BDK]. WC also compute the frequencies with which the various digits occur in the expansions of 
Lebesgue almost every number. Finally, we calculate the rate of decay of correlations with respect 
to 11. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In his influential 1957 paper [Ren], Rtnyi considered the representation of real 
numbers x E [0, I] in terms of various If-expansions’of the form 
x’ =!(a, +f(az +f(a3 +. . .))) 
= &f(a, +f(a2 + . . .f‘(a,) . . .)) 
for certain integer digits ai > 0. For example, the functionf(x) = 1 /x gives the 
familiar continued fraction expansion 
1 
x= 
QI +&AI’ “I- 
The choiceJ(x) = x/B, for ~3 > 1 gives the &expansion of a number, which is a 
We would like to thank Cor Kraaikamp for suggesting this problem to us. 
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natural generalisation of its decimal expansion. Renyi also considered the 
choicef(x) = m - 1, leading to the expansion 
where each ai E (0, 1,2}. 
This expansion had been originally introduced by Bolyai in 1832 (see the 1897 
volume [Boll) to approximate roots of certain equations. It has also recently 
been considered by Bosma, Dajani & Kraaikamp [BDK]. 
The Bolyai-R~nyi expansion of a number x is given (see Section 2 for details) 
by iterating the following map T of the unit interval, 
( 
x2 + 2x ifOIx<JZ--1 
T(x)= X2+2x-l if&-15x<&--1 
x2+2x-2 if&-15x51, 
and the statistical properties of these expansions are given by the ergodic 
properties of T. The study of these ergodic properties has been hindered by the 
fact that there is no known formula for the absolutely continuous T-invariant 
probability measure ,u. The purpose of this note is to provide very accurate ap- 
~~~x~~~te ergodic properties of the Bolyai-RCnyi expansion with respect to ,u. 
Firstly, we compute the corresponding metric entropy h(p), which is also 
equal to the Lyapunov exponent of ,u, The entropy reflects the average ‘quality’ 
of the expansion (see Proposition 1 and Corollary 2). We derive (Theorem 1) the 
estimate /r(p) = 1.05631307402, and prove that this is within 4.1 x 10e6 of the 
true entropy. We also give an e~~~~~c~~ estimate h(p) = 1.056313074. By an 
empirical estimate we mean that we are confident this value is correct up to the 
accuracy given, and that this is strongly supported by numerical evidence (see 
below for more details of our criterion). 
Secondly, we compute the frequencies of the digits 0, 1 and 2 occurring in 
almost every expansion. In Theorem 2 we prove that 
freq(0) = 0.46407962943 f 9.6 x 1O-7 
freq(1) = 0.3044190449 f 5 x lop7 
freq(2) = 0.2315013256 + 3.6 x 1O-7 
where~eq~~~ = limMi+cu, $ #{ 1 < k I N : ffk = i}. From this we derive (Corol- 
lary 3) the asymptotic arithmetic mean of the digits. 
Thirdly, it is well known that the correlation function c,,cf,g) = 
Jf.T”gdp-Jfd J” d ft p g p 0 wo analytic functions f, g converges to zero at 
some exponential rate O(a”), 0 < (Y < 1, which can be chosen independent of 
f,g. We estimate (Theorem 3) this rate of decay of correlations to be 
fy = 0.40582, and prove rigorously that this is within 0.000076 of the true value. 
In our calculations we exploit the analyticity of T, and combine this with 
some ideas from thermodynamic formalism. To compute the entropy we use 
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the Rohlin-Pesin formula h(p) = J log 1 T’ldp. By computing the periodic points 
of T we derive an expression for h(p) as the ratio of two rapidly converging 
series expansions. The approximations to h(p) are given by working with the 
corresponding order-n truncated series. We obtain our empirical estimate by 
choosing n as large as is computationally feasible, then computing both the or- 
der-n and the order-(n - i) truncations. We then compare these estimates, and 
retain those digits which agree. The (non-rigorous) justification for this is an 
empirical observation of the rapid convergence rate (see Table 1). To obtain our 
rigorous estimate, we combine an exact calculation of the first 12 terms in each 
series, with a rigorous estimate on the tail of the series from the 13rh term on- 
wards. To obtain this tail estimate we give explicit bounds on the rate of decay 
of terms in the series expansions. The computation of digit frequencies is simi- 
lar, though here we integrate characteristic functions rather than log 1 T’I. 
It is well known that the rate of correlation decay is by the second largest ei- 
genvalue of the Perron-Frobenius operator C (defined in Section 3). When C 
acts on a suitable analytic function space, its eigenvalues are given by the re- 
ciprocals of the zeros z of its Fredholm determinant. This determinant is an 
entire function, so by computing the zeros of its polynomial truncations we 
obtain rapid approximations to the true rate of correlation decay. 
The article is organised as follows, In Section 2 we recall some familiar 
properties off-expansions, and discuss a few examples. In Section 3 we spe- 
cialise to the Bolyai-Renyi map, considering its extension to certain discs in the 
complex plane, and introducing a family of transfer operators. In Section 4 we 
show that these operators are nuclear, and obtain explicit bounds on the coef- 
ficients in the power series expansions of their Fredholm determinants. Sec- 
tions 5,6 and 7 are devoted, respectively, to the proofs of the results on the en- 
tropy, digit frequencies, and rate of correlation decay. 
To each of thef-expansions described in the introduction, we can associate an 
expanding map T of the unit interval I, defined by T(x) = {f-‘(x)}, where {.} 
denotes the fractional part. 
Lemma 1. Such expanding maps always possess an invariant probability measure 
p, absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure X [Lay]. This abso- 
lutely continuous invariant measure is unique. 
Let h(p) denote the entropy of p. Let ak = &(x) denote the kth digit in the 
f-expansion of x, and denote Zi = {x : ul(x) = i}. 
Proposition 1. 
(1) freq(i) := limN++03$#{ 15 k 5 N : t&(x) = i} = p(Zt) for almost ah 
points x, 
(2) If we denote XN = f (al + f (a2 + . . . + f (aN) . . .)), N 2 1, then for any 
E > 0, and almost allpoints x, we have that Ix - xNI = O(e-N(h(f‘)-E)). 
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Proof. Part (1) is a consequence of the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem, while part 
(2) follows from the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem, (see for example 
Wall). 
Example 1. In the case of continued fractions we have the Gauss map 
T(x) = (l/x), a Markov map with infinitely many branches. The invariant 
density dp/dX(x) = (log2(1 + x))- ’ is known explicitly, and this allows an 
exact calculation of the corresponding metric entropy as 6, see [Sch]. 
Example 2. The ~-transformation r(x) = (px} is in general not a Markov map 
(see [Bl]), though the function dp/dX(x) = t=~==oP-n~(r:r<Tn(,)~(x) gives an 
exact formula for the (non-normalised) invariant density of ~1 (see [Pa]). The 
entropy is simply log,& by the Rohlin-Pesin formula [Ro], [Pe]. 
The symbolic dynamics of the Bolyai-Renyi map T(x) = {fx + 1)’ - I} is par- 
ticularly simple, a full shift on a three letter alphabet. However, despite the 
existence of an absolutely continuous invariant measure I*, an exact formula for 
its density function is not known. Consequently, other statistical information 
such as the frequency of digits, the metric entropy, the rate of correlation decay, 
etc. are also unknown. 
In the Bolyai-R~nyi case, T is an expanding Markov map with respect to the 
partition consisting of intervals 10 = [O, Jz - I], 11 = [Jz - 1, \17 - 11, 
I2 = [fi - 1, I]. The corresponding inverse branches 7j : I + rj are given by 
Tj(x) = v$m- 1. 
Given x E [O, 11, the sequence of digits ~1, = a,(x) is generated by setting ro = x, 
then defining recursively 
r?I+1 = ((1 + r?J2 - 1) an+1 = [(l + r?I)2 - 11. 
Equivalently, for x E [0, I], we have r, = Tnx, and a, is such that T”-‘x E I,,. 
The sequence of digits is unique unless some iterate of x lies on the endpoint 
of a piece of the Markov partition. The set of such points is countable, and in 
particular of zero Lebesgue measure, so we freely ignore them in the sequel. 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
Our analysis will involve the periodic points of the BoIyai-R~nyi map T. The 
two endpoints 0 and 1 are fixed by T, as is the golden ratio 
For a given string L = jt . . . j, E (0, 1,2}” of length ]j/ = n, we define the con- 
traction Ti to be the composition Tj, . . . . . Tin- The algebraic number Xj, defined 
as the fixed point of Ti, is a period-n point under T, and all period-n pomts arise 
in this way. 
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For a general closed disc D c @, let A,(D) denote the Banach space of com- 
plex-valued functions which are continuous on D and holomorphic on int(o), 
equipped with the supremum norm. 
Now let us fix the disc D to be centred at l/Z, of radius d/2 M 0.866. Each 
branch q has an analytic extension to D, which we also denote by q. Its deri- 
vative extends to 
Tjl(z) = * 
1 
2JYS7U = 2(27.2 + 1)’ 
Define the composition-type operators Ljw(z) = am, and then the 
Perru~-Fru~enius opemtor C : A,(D) + A,(D) by 
We will be interested in integrating various analytic functions g with respect to 
the measure p. For example, the choice g(x) = log IT’(x)1 = log(2x + 2) (see 
Section 5) gives the entropy h(p). 
Given any function g E A,(D), for all t E C we also have e’cq E A,(D), for 
each j = 0, 1,2, so define transfer operators Lg,, on A,(D) by 
(3.2) -c~,~w(z) = 2 
e~g(~z~~( Tiz) ’ etg(qz)w( +) 
j=O 2JW =+ 2(Tjz + 1) * c 
The closed disc D’, centred at l/2 and radius 5 (6 - 1) = 1.098, contains the 
smaller disc L). The disc L)’ is also contained in each of the (local) inverse images 
q:‘D. In other words, 
7’Q’) u Q(D’) U &(D’) c D. 
Moreover, each of the derivatives q extend analytically to the larger disc D’. 
Figure. The disks D and D’, and the images Ti(D’), i = 1,2,3. 
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The crucial consequence of this is that if w E A,(D) then ic,,,w E A,(D). That 
is. 
So the operator Lg,, improves the regularity of functions it operates on: if w is 
merely analytic on D, then its image .C,,,w is analytic on the larger disc D’. 
We will exploit this in the proof of Proposition 3, where a circle of integration 
will be pushed arbitrarily close to the boundary of D’. A key quantity will be the 
ratio 
e= ’ - M 0.788675.. . 
3-a 
of the radii of the concentric discs D c D. We call @the contraction ratio. 
For E > 0 it will be convenient o denote 
e, = 
d/2 
$(fi-1)-E’ 
and note that f& \ 8 as E -+ 0. 
Remark. Our disc D was chosen so as to minimise the contraction ratio 8. 
Although the density function Q := ~~/~~ for the absolutely continuous in- 
variant measure ~1 is not explicitly known, we have the following result. 
Proposition 2. The density function Q = dp/dX is real analytic on the interval 
[0, 11. Moreover, it has a holomorophic extension to the cut plane C \ (-00, -I]. 
Proof. The fact that T is piecewise expanding, piecewise onto and piecewise 
analytic (all with respect to our Markov partition) means that Q is itself real 
analytic. This follows immediately from the well-known fact that Q is the fixed 
point of the Perron-Frobenius operator C, and that this linear operator pre- 
serves the space of real analytic functions defined on I (see [PJ] for more de- 
tails). 
Let us suppose that the function Q is analytic on a domain D c @ containing 
[0, 11. The three maps Tj are analytic on the cut plane @ \ (--00, -11. Moreover, 
the same is true of the weight functions 1/(2,/m) in definition (3.1). 
If N,((-oo, - 11) denotes the c-ball around the half-line (-co, -11 then define 
B(R, E) = {z E C : Iz/ < R) \ Ns((- cm, -11). For n su~ciently large, each 
T/B(R, E) lies inside the domain D, thus the compositions Q o T are holo- 
morphic on B(R, E), for j = 0, 1,2. Therefore Q = L”Q is also holomorphic on 
B(R, E). Letting R -+ 00 and E --+ 0 gives the result. 
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4. FREDHOLM DETERMINANTS AND NUCLEAR OPERATORS 
Letting g”(x) = g(x) + g(Tx) + . . . + g(T”-lx), we define the following two- 
variable function F = Fg in terms of our function g and the periodic points of T, 
(4.1) F(z, t) = I;g(z, t) = exp - 2 z” 1 ‘Icx~e$~$o(‘)) 
n=l n lil=n I 
If DlF, D2F denote first and second partial derivatives, respectively, then we 
have 
Lemma 2. 
s gdp = DzF(l,O) DlF(l,O) 
The proof of this lemma is contained in [PJ]. The idea is to relate the integral to 
a certain derivative of topological pressure, which in turn is related to a zero of 
F. 
Proposition 3. For each t E C there exist sequences offunctions v, E A,(D) and 
functionals I,, E A,(D)* such that, for all w E Am(D), 
&,rW = 2 Zn(w)vn 
n=l 
where lllnlloollvnllm = O(P), and0 =&M 0.788675.. . . 
Proposition 3, together with the definition of a nuclear operator (see [Gr], [PJ]), 
immediately gives us: 
Corollary 1. For each t E C, the operator Lg,t is nuclear. 
Proof of Proposition 3. Let Fe be the circle centred at l/2, of radius 
3 (fi - 1) - E, where E > 0. For E sufficiently small we note that FE is outside of 
D but is just inside D’. 
For w E A,(D) we know that Lg,f~ E A,(D’) (i.e. is analytic on the larger 
disc D’). So using Cauchy’s theorem we have 
&w(z) = & s (Lg~rw)(‘) d,$ rE t-z 
1 =- 
s 27ri ra 
where 
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v&) = (z - l/2)” and 
s 
(&,A E) & 
rE (< - 1/2)n+1 
Given that z E D and < E I’, we have 
and I[ - l/2]“+’ = 
Therefore, for all sufficiently small E > 0, we have the estimate 
Thus ]llnll~l]vnll~ = O(Y), asclaimed. 
Now we show that the integral Sg dp can be effectively approximated. 
Proposition 4. For each g E A,(D), there exists a real-valued sequence S,,(g), 
whose nth term is computable from the periodic points up to period n, such that 
J 
gdp = Sri(g) + 0(P(“+‘)‘2), 
where 9 = & E 0.788675.. .. 
Proof. Here we will only sketch the idea of the proof. Full details can be found 
in [PJ], and explicit estimates are carried out in Sections 5 and 6, for particular 
choices of functions g. 
The terms 
c 
q(xi> exp(tg%)) 
Ii1 =n 1 - q’(xj1 
in (4.1) are precisely the traces of the nth iterate of our nuclear operator Ls,t, 
which means that F(z, t) is in fact the Fredholm determinant of ,Cg,, (see [Gr]), 
and in particular is an entire function of both z E @ and t E @. 
Consequently there is an alternative form for F(z, t) as the power series 
F(z, t) = 1 + 2 Cn(t)z”, 
n=l 
whose coefficients are given (see [Gr], p. 17) by 
where mi := Zi/]lZi]],, Ui := vi/l]vil]oo~ and Xi := I(ZilJ,](villm (all supremum 
norms are with respect to the disc 0). 
Since the entries in the matrix (mia(ui,)) l<a ~<” are less than one in absolute 
value, its determinant is dominated in mod&by nn/2, by a theorem of Hada- 
mard [Had]. Our estimate (4.2) on the rate of decay of the Xi implies 
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Combining these gives the estimate 
(4.3) 
nn/2((I~~,tlloo)ngn(n+1)/2 
ICAt) 2 (1 _O)...(l _@l) . 
Since n,M= I (1 - V’) > 0, then the expression in (4.3) is 0(8”(“+1)/2), (for more 
details see Lemma 8, [PJ]). 
From this we deduce the same decay rate 0(8”(“+‘)/2) for the power series 
coefficients of the partial derivatives D1 F and D2F (see Sections 5 and 6 for ex- 
plicit estimates of these coefficients). 
By Lemma 1 we can define S,,(g) as the ratio of the degree-n polynomial 
truncations of DIF and D2F (evaluated at z = 1, t = 0). 
Finally, we can use the series expansion of the exponential function in (4.1) to 
obtain an alternative form of the power series expansion for F, where this time 
the coefficients C,,(t) are in terms of the periodic points of T. Namely we have 
(4.4) Cn(t) = C qLZj,(I)...ajm(f), 
(ib,. .A) ’ 
j, + + j,. = n 
where 
(4.5) q(t) = c 
T/(x!) exp(V(xj)) 
lil=j Al - T/(xi)) ’ 
Thus the &(g) are also computable from the periodic points up to period IE, as 
claimed. 
5.ENTROPY 
In this section we compute the entropy of the absolutely continuous invariant 
measure p. To do this we fix our choice of analytic function g to be 
g(x) = log(2 +2x), since this is the analytic extension of log IT’(x)l. By the 
Rohlin-Pesin identity (see [Ro], [Pe]) we know that h(p) = slog I T’I dp. 
Theorem 1. The entropy h(p) of the absolutely continuous invariant measure pfor 
the Bolyai-Rtnyi expansion is h(p) = 1.0563 1307402 f 4.1 x 10p6. 
Moreover, we have the empirical estimate h(,u) = 1.056313074 = 
log 2.875748746. 
Proof. Choosing g(x) = log IT’(x)] = log(2 + 2x), we define F(z, t) as in (4.1). 
We have series expansions 
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3i 
D,F(l,O) = &CJO) . D2F(l,O) L=-&;(o). 
?#=I n=l 
Using the formulae (4.4), (4.5) we can exactly compute the first 12 terms (our 
only limitation here is available computer power) in both of the above series. 
This gives us the order-12 approximations: 
Cl := -&zC,(O) = -0.3933 17995898306598279. . . , and 
n=i 
c2 := 5 c;(o) = - 0.4154669413176785127047.. . . 
tl==l 
By Lemma 2, this gives us the order-12 approximation 
n2f-f 1 I 0) z c I= 1.0563 1307402750669584133 . . . 
~~~~) = D,F(l,O) C] 
To estimate the accuracy of this approximation we introduce the error terms 
Ei Z2= \&F(l,O) -cil,fori= 1!2. 
First we estimate cr. To do this we will bound the norm IIC,,,/l, appearing in 
(4.2), for the case r = 0. That is, 
Frobenius operator. We have 
we will bound the norm //li/, of the Perron- 
By the maximum modulus theorem, each of the above suprema is attained by 
some z E dD, the circle of radius a/2 around l/2. In fact it is easily seen that 
in each case the supremum is attained (uniquely) at the point z = (1 - fi)/2, so 
that 
Ii&,oEI, = l/CIl, I l 
I 1 
2&0’2~-~+;$~ 
= 0.6279630302 + 0.3911536204 + 0.308080502 
= 1.327197153. 
Therefore (4.3) gives 
= 0.00000025824475 1 769634. . . * 2.5824 x IO-?. 
Now we make the more delicate estimate of the error ~2, This will involve esti- 
mating lI&rll,. f or g eneral t E C. Since our function is g(x) = log(2 + 2x), 
using (3.2) we have, for any t E Cl, 
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(5.1) 
2 
= 
c 
max 
j=OO~~<l 
again by the maximum modul 
Now we define 
Ius principle. 
By (5.1) we know J(6) > &,,l, for all t E C with 111 = n. 
Since Z$(z? 1) is entire in t, by Cauchy’s theorem we can estimate CA(O) by 
integration around some suitable circle centred at 0. If this circle is of radius . 
b > 0, then (4.3), (5.1), (5.2) give 
< mqrl=b IG(t)l 
_ 622lr 
n”/2J( 6)“8”(” + I)/2 
%2n(l -e)...(l -en)’ 
We then have 
for all 6 > 0, and it remains to make a suitable choice of 6 to obtain the optimal 
upper bound on ~2. 
Choosing b = 0.13 1 (this gives close to the optimal estimate, given that we are 
using order-12 truncations) we can compute numerically that 
J(O.131) = 0.7114266780771788 + 0.4618830103302341 + 0.3723302459683343 
= 1.545639934375747 
(We remark that the suprema in the definition of J(.) are achieved for the value 
I = -n = -0.131. and the value a = l/2 (corresponding to the point 
; = l/2 - v’3/2 E aD) for eachj = 0: 1: 2). 
In particular, for this choice of 6, (5.3) yields the estimate 
~~ < 0.000001336678081816 M 1.3367 x 10-6. 
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We then have 
c2 D2W,O) < IC2lEl + IC11&2 -- < 0.00000409202340786348361 zz 4.09 x 10-6, 
Cl &F(l,O) - lc1l(lc1l -El) - 
so our order-12 approximation is indeed within 4. I x lop6 of the true entropy. 
To establish the empirical estimate, we compute the order-l 1 approximation 
(see Table 1) to the entropy as 1.056313074656433934604373. 
Comparing this with the order-12 approximation, and observing (see 
Table 1) the speed of convergence, we obtain the empirical estimate 
A(p) = 1.0563 13074. 
n 
5 1.05816770765666556718251676 
6 1.0561527030666136783615544 
7 1.0563251436448792708699773 
8 1.0563120810658188337599628 
9 1.0563131596010201356828930 
10 1.056313066925865599688266 
11 1.056313074656433934604373 
1 12 1.05631307402750469584133 
Table 1. Successive approximations to the 
entropy /z(p) using periodic points up to 
period n 
Remark. In [BDK] it was conjectured (Conjecture 6.1) that ~(~) z 1.0545. 
These authors use a statistical approach based on the use of the Shannon- 
McMillan-Breiman theorem, which is very different in nature from our ap- 
proach. 
Corollary 2. Zf XN =f(ai +S(az + . . . +f(aiv) .. .)), wirh f(x) = v&G - 1, 
then for Lebesgue almost a&points x we have 1.x - X,V/ = U(0.34773695N). 
Proof. By Theorem 1, the true entropy h(p) is at least 1.05630898, so by 
choosing some suitably small E > 0 in part (2) of Proposition 1, we see that the 
exponential contraction rate of /X - .XN/ is ~(0.34773695~), for almost every x. 
6. FREQUENCY OF DIGITS 
By part (1) of Proposition 1, the frequencies with which the digits 0, 1,2 appear 
in the Bolyai-RCnyi expansion are well-defined (for Lebesgue almost every 
point), and given by integrating the characteristic functions XI,, i = 0, 1,2, with 
respect to the invariant measure CL. In this section we will accurately compute 
these frequencies. 
Our method involves a slight modification of the one used to compute the 
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entropy. Note that each ~1, does not belong to da,(D). However, its restriction 
to each of the intervals Ij clearly is analytic, for j = 0, 1,2. More formally, XI, 
belongs to the space of functions which are analytic on the disjoint union 
fl:=, rj. Indeed, taking the three separate analytic extensions of xfilh, 
(j = 0, 1,2), to D gives a function which is analytic on the disjoint union 
uf=, Dj, where each Dj is a copy of D. This new function is simply ~0,. More- 
over, the Fredholm determinant (defined by (4.1)) for g = XI, coincides with 
that for g = XD:, since all period-n points xi lie on I. Thus for calculational 
purposes we can work with the function xoi rather than XI,. 
The important advantage of this is the following. Since each XDi o rj = 0 or 1, 
then Ci’) := C,, f acts on d,(D), and its image is contained in the space 
d,(D’) of functions analytic on the larger disc D’ (by the same arguments as at 
the end of Section 3). Consequently the analysis in Section 4, and in particular 
the estimate (4.3), remains valid for g = x0,. 
Explicitly, our transfer operators Ci’) := CxD,,t are defined by 
(6.1) Cj’)w(z) =
i#f 
Theorem 2. For Lebesgue almost every x E Z, the frequency of occurrence of the 
digits 0, 1, 2 in the Bolyai-R&yi expansion of x are 
freq(0) = 0.46407962943 f 9.6 x lo-’ 
freq(1) = 0.3044190449 f 5 X 10e7 
freq(2) = 0.2315013256 f 3.6 x lo-’ 
Moreover, we have the empirical estimates 
freq(0) = 0.46407962943 
freq(1) = 0.3044190449 
freq(2) = 0.2315013256 
Proof. By analogy with (4.1) we introduce the entire functions 
(6.2) = exp 
forj = 0,1,2. 
By Proposition 1 and Lemma 2 we can identify 
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where we have the series expansions 
D@)(l,O) = &;j)(o) ) D&(1,0) = -& ‘(0). 
n=l n=, (j) 
Note in fact that DrF@)( 1,O) is independent ofj, so as in the proof of Theorem 1 
we have the order-12 approximation: 
0.393317995898306598279, 
n=l 
forj = 0, 1,2. 
Defining the error term EI := I&F(j) (1,O) - cl 1 (which is independent of j), 
by the same argument as in Theorem 1 we obtain the upper bound 
.sl < 0.0000002582447515769634. . . M 2.5824 x 10-7. 
The relevant order-12 approximations for &F(i){ 1, Of are respectively 
- 0.182530869785549059806378048463367126373..., 
PI=1 
Q := 2 color = _ 0.11973348866379947317802423837617903111..., 
n=l 
$2’ := g @(()) = - 0.0910536374334888938007591366192137185... 
n=l 
By Lemma 2, this gives us the order-12 approximations 
&F(O) ( 1,O) 
fredO) = &F(O)(l,O) 
~~=0.4640796294323204473785420774671837071... 
&Pyl,o) (1) 
fveq(l) = ~~~(l)(l,O) ~~=0.3044190449265811915843610512988279987... 
&F(2) (1,O) 
-e-02315013256017684253229890778051297912... 
fred2) =D,Fm(I,O) q - . 
To estimate the accuracy of these approximation we introduce the error terms 
E2 (j) := ID2W(l,0) - c!$)I, forj = 0,1,2. 
To estimate the sCi) 2 , we need to estimate I\&‘[[,. By analogy with the tech- 
niques used in the proof of Theorem 1, we define 
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Note that Jco,(S) > llC$‘)l), for all t E @ with ItI = S. 
Defining JQ ) (61, J(2) (4 analogously, we derive the explicit expressions 
J(l)@) = 
i 
1 e6 1 
2 Jm+2 &z-$2&K-K) 
) 
’ 
J(2)@) = 
( 
1 1 es 
2~~~+2~~+2~-~ . 
) 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we can estimate C:)(O) by integrating around a 
circle of radius S, centred at 0. By (4.3), (6.3) we have 
We then have 
for all 6 > 0, and it remains to make a suitable choice of 6 to obtain the optimal 
upper bound on $I. The chaise of S will be different for each j = 0, 1,2. 
Forj = 0 we choose S = 0.280538, which gives 
~~~~(0.2~0538) = 1.530557860575997, 
and (6.4) gives the upper bound 
~$0) < 0.00000025654935132481822.. . ‘x 2.565 x 1O-7. 
This gives us 
< 0.0000009569756049777~. M 9.569 x 10-7, 
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so our order-12 approximation is indeed within 9.6 x lo-’ of the true frequency 
freq(O). 
Forj = 1 we choose 6 = 0.4, which gives Jct)(O.4) = 1.51957616365368, and 
(6.4) gives the upper bound 
@ < 0.000000114905462589871909.. . z 1.149 x IO-‘. 
We then have 
/ c(l’) L-. 
1 C] 
D*F(l,O) < jCi’)lEt + IL.1 I&) 
aq1,q - ICIi~i~ll -a) 
2 0.0000004920197201802.. . RS 4.92 x lo-‘. 
so our order-12 approximation is indeed within 5 x IO-’ of the true frequency 
fiecl(l). 
For j = 2 we choose 6 = 0.47, which gives ~~~~(0.47) = 1.512043664855672, 
and (6.4) gives the upper bound 
E?’ < 0.000000078015763525439396. . . z 7.801 x lo-’ 
We then have 
< 0.000000350352279221598.. . z 3.503 x lo-‘, 
/ 
-” 
//--x_. .__~._ ._ i .~ 
5 0.46435909501454506686307566929087458078 
6 0.46406049499842454303522745347088830886 
7 0.46408186730089402715550697909797236095 
8 0.46407938130821526467334701452249103314 
i 9 ; 0.46407965347225846507480290244178162010 
1 I 
10 ’ 0.46407962729499~141886134~265524892711 
! 11 , 0.4640796296310131100783392003010399183 
12 0.4640796294323204473785420774671837071 
. ~-. 
Table 2. Successive approximations to,frry(O) using periodic 
points up to period n 
so our order-12 approximation is indeed within 3.6 x IO-’ of the true frequency 
~~q~2). 
The empirical estimate for eachfreq(j) is given by comparing the 11 ‘h and 12’h 
order approximations in Tables 2,3 and 4, and retaining those digits which co- 
incide. 
Corollary 3. For almost every x E I, with digit sequence al, a2, . , ., the asymptotic 
arithmetic mean is 
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5 0.30503305810398604203711128821431036127 
6 0.30436504181880606086969695969237938890 
7 0.30442298977744286102431668914647584683 
8 0.30441873023402450744848124413377540095 
9 0.30441907163931442404009449037405814340 
10 0.3044190427311780262387140577206270104 
11 0.3044190451195828345302730034394649730 
12 0.3044190449265811915843610512988279987 
Table 3. Successive approximations tofreq( 1) using periodic 
points up to period n 
n 
5 0.23197531592304682578341152207518262438 
6 0.23145978794196133643466232097577697555 
7 0.23150435225320446593755544220404095829 
8 0.23150108449559544202968446721419088614 
9 0.23150134604955240614907489089593967961 
10 0.2315013239226018884286778845661499860 
11 0.2315013257492966889337542141808042650 
12 0.2315013256017684253229890778051297912 
 
Table 4. Successive approximations tofreq(2) using periodic 
points up to period n 
lim i(q +... 
n-mn 
+ a,) = 0.767421696 f 1.82 x 1O-6 
Proof. Taking f = C:,,jxl,, Birkhoffs ergodic theorem gives the empirical 
estimate 
lim -l(q i... + a,) = 
n-toon s 
f dp = freq(1) + 2 freq(2) = 0.767421696, 
by the empirical results of Theorem 2. The rigorous error bound is given by 
summing the three error bounds in Theorem 2. 
I. RATE OF CORRELATION DECAY 
In this final section we compute the rate of correlation decay of analytic func- 
tions (observables) for the Bolyai-Renyi dynamical system (T, p). 
For analytic functionsf, g, define the nth correlation function 
cnV,g) = 
s 
f. T”g@- f dp 
s s 
g&L. 
Lemma 3. The exponential rate of correlation decay 
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sup limsup qm :f,g E &CD) 
PI-;x: 
is given by the second-largest (in modulus) eigenvalue (Y of the Perron-Frobenius 
operator L. 
Proof. First note that 
J f I l”“gdp = J f( T”x)g(x)e(x) dx 
by the change of variable formula, where Q = CQ denotes the density function 
dp/dX. 
Writing g = c -t (g - c), where c = fg dp, we have 
C”(ge) = L”(C@f + C”((g - CfQ) 
-c@+C”((g-c)_o) 
= CQ + e (g - c) dp -t U(Q) 
with respect to the uniform norm (see Ruelle [Ru2]). Therefore 
J~(x)c”(se)!~) d.x = Jfiqx) (e(x) Jg+ + QV)) dx 
as required. 
The fact that L is nuclear (set t =t 0 in Proposition 3) means its eigenvalues (with 
algebraic multiplicities) are precisely the reciprocals of the zeros (again with 
algebraic multiplicities) of the Fredholm determinant d(z) = F(z, 0) = 1 + 
E,“-. , GIW”~, see [Gr]. In particular, the modulus an of the second smallest 
zero of the polynomial truncation dn(z) = 1 + cm=, C,,,(O)z”’ converges to the 
rate of correlation decay (t. 
The a, are listed in Table 5, for n = 1, . . . : 12. 
Theorem 3. The rate of correlution decay of the BoI.yai-RPnyi expansion, M’ith re- 
spect to the absolutely continuous invariant measure /I, is 0.40582 A 0.000076. 
Moreover, this rate of correlation decuy is given empirically as 0.40582. 
Proof. We will use Rouche’s theorem to compare the zeros of the Fredholm 
determinant d(z) to those of its twelth order approximation dlz(z). The first 
twelve coefficients Cl (0). . . C12(0) are given in Table 6. 
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More precisely, for suitable choices of circular contour P, we will show that 
(7.1) Id(Z) - dr2(Z)I < ldt2(Z)I for all Z E Pi, 
and deduce that d, dtz have the same number of zeros in the disc enclosed by I”l. 
The term Id(z) - drz(~)\ IS. CE= ,s C,,,(O)z”’ is estimated by means of the 
bound (4.3). 
The three leading zeros (i.e. zeros of minimum modulus) of dt2 are 
zr =0.99999999999559060219576663208556880538719, 
z2 =2.46409306770808208005653362549270757380082, 
z3 = 5.20333607178584420947630332332064588062949. 
Taking J?r to be the circle centred at 4 (zr -t- ZZ), and of radius 3/4, say, we easily 
check that (7.1) holds and deduce that the Fredholm determinant d has exactly 
two zeros in the disc Al bounded by I-“]. 
Now one of these zeros is clearly the value 1 (the reciprocal of the dominant 
eigenvalue for the Perron-Frobenius operator), so the other zero of d in the disc 
A 1, let us call it (2, will determine the rate of correlation decay a = l/[c~l. 
Taking J?2 to be the circle centred at ~2, of radius 0.00046, the bound 
(4.3) gives that maxS,r, Id(:) - dl-(z)l < ~.0000815564. But minl,r, jdjl(.z)l 
> 0.0~0824847, so that (7.1) again holds. Therefore d has exactly one zero in 
the disc A2 bounded by f2. Since Az c A, then this zero must be (2. Thus we 
have I<? - ~21 < 0.00046. 
Therefore 
1 1 
i I Kz - z21 _ _ .“- = - G 7‘2 < 0.00~0757748~ z2(z2 - 0.00046) - 
which implies that Icy - ~111 < 0.000076, as required. 
For the empirical estimate on the rate of correlation decay we compare the 
values of 01, and ~2 in Table 5. 
[ 
--7 
n ’ 
_“__. 
5 0.43565314532422384499908815386394606459- i 
- -~.-- -.~-“.-” I 
6 0.39710261645398773605165411752521458435 
7 I 0.40692087304013760480215803501542286844 
/ 8 ’ 0.40564938929243344663394558917323398927 
9 0.40586126580655750137047565327375013481 
1 10 1 0.4058232124643283507047545731401967112 
11 / 0.4058300461512405617270535004484480744 
12 1 0.4058288272894360932942766784291223501 
_. ____ -__-___ ----_ _. _- 
_i 
Tzzblc 5. Successive appro~;mati~ns to the rate of 
correlation decay 
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m 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
MO) -- 
- 1.7805469288332912726151680670795885804214570052556384781875 
0.968150202409978866190931425171238046258873082241796047534 
-0.200449499881595422668099261082517627176267155823210543450 
0.011747548689539614515696836102251495253538538089366139039 
0.001320729616885514423440075737825684210946681816268338684 
-0.00023845939808201314790525094806777333962592582638710399 
0.000017377487824315663577513619371577982425956328823478337 
-0.000001034099171687213435387495713380529939649979420805256 
0.000000068690346747371206658806483281475344799644156631040 
-0.00000000502354667531727959402600313654340414663735337001 
0.00000000036586403391418295704578835805521809268377948334 
-0.0000000000264863166246360636702410679182409538505237410 
~_. 
Table 6. First 12 power series coefficients Cm(O) of the Fredholm determinant d(z) = F(z, 0) 
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